
• Study lensed quiescent galaxies at z~2 using HST 
grism spectroscopy (REQUIEM-2D, 8 targets),  

• Worked on a methodology paper to jointly-fit 
spectro-photometric data,  

• Analyzed the pilot target (MRG-S0851), 

• Analyze the rest of targets.
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Figure 3. The statistical model for the spatially-resolved analysis demonstrated using the plate notation.

prior for the SFH following a regularizing scheme intro-
duced for the same problem in (Ocvirk et al. 2006):

log SFRn,t � 2 log SFRn,t�1 + log SFRn,t�2 ⇠ ✏t, (3)

with ✏t ⇠ N(0, 1/20). For a linearly defined age grid,
this can also be interpreted physically as a requirement
of the continuity for the first time derivative of SFR (the
slope of SFR, or SFR increments). Other versions of a
continuity prior may also be used. For example Leja
et al. (2019a) require the continuity of the SFR itself3.
We find that in our case, analyzing massive quiescent
galaxies at z⇠2, the continuity of the SFR slope recov-
ers SFHs and ages slightly better than the continuity
of the SFR. This may be because it is a stronger prior
requirement, helping with the finer sampling of SSPs at
lookback times greater than ⇠1 Gyr.
To connect SFRs to the weights, each SSP has a mass-

to-light ratio which we use to calculate the correspond-
ing mass weight, xM, from x. This mass weight can
then be connected to SFR using SFRt = x

M
t /�t. The

rest of priors and the model itself are demonstrated in
Figure 3.
Estimating the age, weights x, or other parameters of

the stellar populations from the observed spectra could
be ill-posed and it usually requires regularizing (Ocvirk
et al. 2006). Also, due to highly correlated parame-
ters and the higher dimension of the problem, the usual
Monte Carlo algorithms such as random-walk Metropo-
lis (Metropolis et al. 1953) fail to sample the posterior

3 We note that Leja et al. (2019a) adopt Student’s t-distribution
for ✏t in the right hand side of Equation 3.

e�ciently (Neal 1993). We therefore use No-U-Turn
sampling (NUTS; Homan & Gelman 2014), which is a
variation of the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method (Neal
2011) to sample the posterior. NUTS uses a recursive
algorithm to build a set of points spanning a wide swath
of the target distribution, stopping automatically when
it starts to retrace its step (Homan & Gelman 2014).
NUTS is proven to be more e�cient in exploring corre-
lated parameter spaces such as in our problem relative
to the random-walk methods (Creutz 1988; Neal 2011;
Homan & Gelman 2014).
We use the python package (pymc3; Salvatier et al.

2016) extensively in our analyses for sampling the pos-
teriors with NUTS. Two chains are constructed, drawing
1000 (unresolved analysis) and 1400 (resolved analysis)
samples in each one, considering only the second half of
the chains as post burn-in draws. We check for diver-
gences using Gelman-Rubin statistics (Gelman & Rubin
1992) explicitly and combine the chains.

5. INFERRING THE AGE OF STELLAR
POPULATIONS

In this section, we show how we can infer the age of
stellar populations and its uncertainty from the weights,
x, defined in Equations 1 and 2.
The posterior of weights, x, which is the basic output

of requiem2d, can be interpreted as the light-weight of
each SSP template. We can use these weights to cal-
culate the light-weighted average ages, however, light-
weighted ages are misleadingly young as younger stars
outshine the older stars. We therefore use the mass-
to-light ratio of SSP templates to calculate the mass-
weights, xM . This quantity is used to reconstruct SFHs


